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OpenMP 5.0/5.1 Features

Scalar Optimizations For Parallel Programs

Feature list (right) is available at https://clang.llvm.org/docs/OpenMPSupport.html.

Enable exis ng scalar op miza ons, e.g., constant propaga on, to deal with (OpenMP)
parallel programs [1]. Mostly merged into LLVM as part of the A ributor framework [2].

Currently integra ng various 5.0/5.1 features and improvements including:
loop
tile
declare variant
declare mapper
target nowait
metadirective
proper math func on support on GPUs
Main open problem is the interac on of sta c linking and GPU oﬄoading code.
Contributors include IBM, Intel, BNL, ANL, and others.

GPU Offloading Support
Na ve math func ons and intrinsics, e.g., CUDA shuﬄe, are available in target regions.

NVIDIA Devices
func onal, several performance issues iden ﬁed (see the TRegion sec on)

AMD Devices
ac vely worked on, device run me almost complete, code genera on is part of the
OpenMP-IR-Builder development

OpenMPOpt: Parallelism-Aware Optimizations
The OpenMPOpt pass augments exis ng “scalar” op miza ons with an OpenMP (parallelism) aware, one. OpenMP run me call deduplica on, parallel region merging [1]
(below), and more are under review.
#pragma omp parallel
{
#pragma omp for
#pragma omp parallel for
for (int j = 0; j < M; j++)
for (int j = 0; j < M; j++)
work_0(j);
work_0(j);
#pragma omp for
#pragma omp parallel for
for (int j = 0; j < M; j++)
for (int j = 0; j < M; j++)
work_1(j);
work_1(j);
}

Intel Devices

TRegions

in the planning stage
Contributors include AMD, ANL, and others.

OpenMP in Fortran
The Fortran frontend will be Flang (aka F18). Work in progress with various moving
parts. In the current design, Flang lowers Fortran to MLIR dialects. From there the
OpenMP-IR-Builder will generate LLVM-IR.

Flang
OpenMP parsing and some seman c analysis implemented

GPU architecture agnos c interface that allows sta c program op miza on. In the
simplest case the le is normalized to the right resul ng in up to 1.55× speedup [3].
#pragma omp target
for(int i = 0; i < N; i++)
#pragma omp parallel for
for (int j = 0; j < M; j++)
work(i, j);

#pragma omp target parallel
for(int i = 0; i < N; i++)
#pragma omp for
for (int j = 0; j < M; j++)
work(i, j);
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